Cyan fluorescent proteins (CFPs) are variants of green fluorescent proteins in which the central tyrosine of the chromophore has been replaced by a tryptophan. The increased bulk of the chromophore within a compact protein and the change in the positioning of atoms capable of hydrogen bonding have made it difficult to optimize their fluorescence properties, which took approximately 15 years between the availability of the first useable CFP, enhanced cyan fluorescent protein (ECFP), and that of a variant with almost perfect fluorescence efficiency, mTurquoise2. To understand the molecular bases of the progressive improvement in between these two CFPs, we have studied by incoherent neutron scattering the dynamics of five different variants exhibiting progressively increased fluorescence efficiency along the evolution pathway. Our results correlate well with the analysis of the previously determined X-ray crystallographic structures, which show an increase in flexibility between ECFP and the second variant, Cerulean, which is then hindered in the three later variants, SCFP3A (Super Cyan Fluorescent Protein 3A), mTurquoise and mTurquoise2. This confirms that increasing the rigidity of the direct environment of the fluorescent chromophore is not the sole parameter leading to brighter fluorescent proteins and that increased flexibility in some cases may be helpful.
Introduction
Following the sequencing of green fluorescent protein (GFP) in 1992, its potential to be a genetically encoded fluorescent reporter was demonstrated as early as 1994 [1] . Since then, it has revolutionized the field of fluorescence imaging. The chromophore results from the auto-cyclization of three consecutive amino acid residues (serine-tyrosine-glycine) located inside the b-barrel-shaped core of the protein.
Efforts to tune the colour of its emission by random and site-directed mutagenesis enlarged its palette to blue, cyan and yellow [2] . The cyan colour of fluorescence emission was essentially obtained by mutating the central residue tyrosine of the chromophore into a tryptophan, resulting in enhanced cyan fluorescent protein (ECFP), the first useable cyan fluorescent protein (CFP), while yellow fluorescence was achieved in enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP) by positioning a second tyrosine in a p-stacking interaction with the tyrosine of the chromophore [3] . The spectral overlap between ECFP and EYFP has made them an attractive pair for the development of genetically encoded sensors for the detection of protein-protein interactions by the Förster resonance energy transfer technique.
ECFP has become a popular reporter but with non-ideal spectroscopic properties: its brightness is significantly lower than that of most other widely used & 2019 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved. fluorescent proteins, its excitation and emission fluorescence spectra are two-peaked and broad, and its fluorescence lifetime behaviour is multi-exponential. Several groups have attempted to address these issues with a combination of structure-guided and random mutagenesis. These efforts have led over the years to successive generations of CFPs with progressively improved fluorescence properties: ECFP can be considered as the lone member of the first generation of CFPs, which took 5 years to be refined, from the non-fluorescent Y66W mutant of GFP [4] to ECFP [2] . ECFP contains five additional mutations, F64L, S65T, N146I, M153T and V163A, all in the vicinity of the chromophore, and exhibits a fluorescence efficiency, or fluorescence quantum yield (QY), of 0.36 (0 , QY , 1). The second generation was obtained in [2004] [2005] [2006] with Cerulean (2004) [5] , CyPet (Cyan Protein for energy transfer) (2005) [6] and SCFP3A (Super Cyan Fluorescent Protein 3A) (2006) [7] (figure 1). Cerulean and SCFP3A present similar fluorescence efficiencies (0.49 and 0.56, respectively) and share the folding mutation S72A and the crucial mutation H148D [8] . It is noteworthy that SCFP3A lacks the second crucial mutation Y145A of Cerulean, but includes a second folding mutation S175G and the monomerizing mutation A206K (now known to be unnecessary) [9, 10] . Finally, the third generation approached optimal fluorescence properties in 2010-2013 with mTurquoise (2010) [11] , mCerulean3 (2011) [12] , mTurquoise2 (2012) [13] and Aquamarine (2013) [14] . mTurquoise (QY ¼ 0.84) and mTurquoise2 (QY ¼ 0.93) are the single-point mutants T65S of SCFP3A and I146F of mTurquoise, respectively. Obviously, Cerulean, Turquoise and Aquamarine are names chosen from various hues of the colour cyan. The best of these CFPs, mTurquoise2, exhibits a close-to-perfect fluorescence efficiency and appears to resist further optimization. We proposed in 2009 that one constitutive weakness of CFPs was due to the instability of the seventh b-strand out of the 11 composing the protein [15] . Our hypothesis was based on the identification of alternate conformations of this strand in both ECFP and Cerulean, and on observation that this secondary structure element was flexible and interconverts between various distinct conformations on a nanosecond time scale, as seen by molecular dynamics simulations [15] . We later observed in another study that this instability must have been eliminated in the third generation of CFPs, for which X-ray structures exhibit only one conformation of the seventh strand [13] . We thus postulated that the degree of mobility of this strand participates in the modulation of the fluorescence properties of the chromophore in CFPs.
The question of how fluorescence is correlated with molecular dynamics thus came up very recently. A method of choice to study dynamics in the picosecond to nanosecond time scale is incoherent neutron scattering, in particular as the technique is non-invasive and fully conserves the functionality of proteins. Recent investigations by J. Peters' group (Trapp et al. [16] , Trovaslet et al. [17] , Peters et al. [18] ) indicate, for instance, a possible correlation between dynamics at the picosecond to nanosecond time scale and the enzyme's activity, which lies on the microsecond to millisecond time scale, demonstrating a linkage between the time scales of fast and slow functional relaxation dynamics. Such findings were accredited recently by molecular dynamics simulations on yeast phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK), which showed that motions in single proteins are selfsimilar and do not reach equilibrium over 13 decades in time from 10 212 to 10 25 s [19] . Other established dynamics-function relationships are reported by Pieper et al. [20] , concerning the onset of flexibility in relation to electron transfer efficiency, and by Nagy et al. [21] , who showed an increased flexibility associated with the inactivation of the oxygen evolving complex in photosystem II membranes. Further examples of such dynamics-function relationships can be found in the review article by Gabel et al. [22] . In the present work, incoherent neutron scattering was used to probe the intrinsic dynamics inside a whole family of cyan fluorescent proteins at the picosecond to nanosecond time scale. We investigated if the dynamics present in the first and second generation of CFPs (taking ECFP, SCFP3A and Cerulean as samples) is hindered or even cancelled in the third generation of CFPs (using mTurquoise and mTurquoise2 as additional samples). Because rigidity is important to ensure the fluorescence of the chromophore, it seems likely that the extent of protein dynamics has an influence on the efficiency of radiative decay through the emission of fluorescent photons. Therefore, collecting data on protein dynamics will be useful to confirm this hypothesis.
Material and methods

Protein production and purification
All the recombinant sample proteins were prepared using a similar protocol to that described in Lelimousin et al. [15] . Briefly, the royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsif J. R. Soc. Interface 16: 20180848 protocol consists of the overnight expression of each cyan fluorescent protein in Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) cells at 208C using an auto-inducible medium. The purification is performed from the clarified lysate in two steps, an affinity chromatography using a nickel column (His-trap HP NiNTA; GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) and a size exclusion chromatography (HiLoad S75 16/60; GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). Each protein is concentrated to 20-40 mg ml 21 in 20 mM Tris buffer at pH 8 and dialysed overnight in 25 mM ammonium acetate buffer at pH 7.1.
Sample preparation for neutron scattering experiments
The neutron signal depends on the incoherent neutron scattering cross-section of the atoms contained in the sample and the buffer. Hydrogen atoms have a much higher incoherent cross-section than any other atom belonging to biological matter and also than deuterium, an isotope of hydrogen containing a neutron in the nucleus in addition to the proton [23] . Therefore, it is possible to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio and to focus on the protein dynamics during neutron scattering experiments when using a dehydrated protein powder slightly rehydrated in heavy water, D 2 O. Hence, the proteins were first lyophilized by freeze drying (12 h) at 220 K under vacuum. The dried protein powder was then placed in an appropriate aluminium sample container and weighed (h ¼ 0 g D 2 O per g dry powder, denoted g g
21
).
For neutron experiments, between 80 and 170 mg of each sample was rehydrated by D 2 O vapour exchange at ambient temperature in a desiccator. The hydration was adjusted to a value of 0.4 g g 21 corresponding to at least one hydration shell on the protein surface [24] . Samples were weighed before and after each neutron scattering experiment to confirm that no loss of material occurred and that the hydration state was the same.
Incoherent neutron scattering experiments
We combined elastic incoherent neutron scattering (EINS) experiments on spectrometers IN6 (http://www.ill.eu/instru ments-support/instruments-groups/instruments/in6/description/ instrument-layout/), IN13 [25] and IN16B [26] at the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL), France. The corresponding data are available at [27] . IN6 was used with a wavelength of 5.12 Å , corresponding to an energy resolution, DE, of about 90 meV; IN13 had an energy resolution of 8 meV and an incoming wavelength of 2.23 Å . On IN16B, we used the Si(111) analysers, a resolution of about 0.8 meV and an elastic wavelength of 6.27 Å . Each instrument gives access to a different time window, determined here to be about 10, 100 and 1000 ps, respectively. Therefore, the instruments can be used as motion filters as the possible movements in biological matter are manifold (translations, rotations or jump diffusion) and correspond to characteristic times, enabling them to be distinguished [28] . The temperature scans were performed within the range of 20-310 K.
Intensity transmission values were measured on IN13 and were all above 0.9 so that multiple scattering effects were neglected for the data treatment. To obtain the scattered intensities of the sample, scattering from the empty sample holder was subtracted and the data were normalized to the lowest temperature data (20 K) providing the relative detector efficiency and the instrumental resolution. Absorption and self-attenuation corrections were based on the formula of Paalman & Pings [29] . The complete data reduction was carried out using the LAMP software available at ILL [30] . Commonly, the Gaussian approximation is used to extract information from the elastic dynamic structure factor S el at zero energy exchange (S 0 ) on atomic mean square displacements (MSDs) [31] , which are representatives of the flexibility of the sample at a given temperature. Within the Gaussian approximation, it is assumed that the atomic nuclei undergo harmonic motions around their equilibrium positions, through
where v is the energy transfer and Q is the momentum transfer, both in units of h, and ku 2 l are the MSDs. The MSD values are obtained for each temperature point from the slope of the logarithm of the scattered intensities S el plotted against Q 2 according to
However, this approximation is restricted to a low Q range [32] . As the samples are extremely similar in structure, it is difficult to obtain significant results from such a limited approach. We therefore used here a non-Gaussian model, presented in [33] , to extract mean square atomic position fluctuations (MSPFs) from the whole Q range. The corresponding elastic structure factor is defined as
where b describes the distribution of the MSPFs with a gamma function, e.g. for b ! 1 the Gaussian form is retrieved. The MSPFs are obtained by fitting the structure factor over the available range in Q for each temperature value (fit examples at 300 K are shown in electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ). Based on the temperature dependence of the MSPF values, information about the rigidity (stiffness) of the sample in a given temperature domain can be obtained. The effective force constant, hk eff i (for temperatures where molecular motions are considered as anharmonic), in the samples can be calculated according to [34] as
where hk eff i is expressed in Newtons per metre when MSPFs are given in Å ngstrom squared and T is the absolute temperature. In addition, quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) spectra were recorded on IN6 and on IN16B at 310 K. QENS accounts for small energy exchanges between neutron and target and can be described by the incoherent double-differential cross-section [35] ,
where k 0 and k 1 are the moduli of the wave vectors of the incident and scattered neutron, respectively. b inc is the incoherent scattering length and S inc (Q, v) is the incoherent structure factor. In a real experiment, only the experimental scattering function S exp is accessible; this function contains the instrumental resolution function R(Q, v), S exp ðQ, vÞ ¼ RðQ, vÞ S inc ðQ, vÞ: ð2:6Þ
To derive S exp (Q, v), the theoretical model function S inc (Q, v) describing the dynamics of the sample has to be convoluted with the experimentally obtained resolution function R(Q, v). As we show hereafter, the characteristic features of the QENS signal, i.e. amplitudes and broadening, give evidence of the presence of rotational diffusion only. Thus, to describe the QENS scattering function, the following generic equation is applied [35] : 
Results
Structural analysis of cyan fluorescent protein variants
The concomitant structure determination of ECFP and Cerulean allowed us to identify the structural heterogeneity of the seventh strand of the b-barrel, close to the indole ring of the chromophore [15] . In ECFP, this heterogeneity is restricted to the main chain of residues 143-145, and molecular dynamics simulations performed at 300 K show that the royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsif J. R. Soc. Interface 16: 20180848 protein can hop from one conformation to the other within several nanoseconds [15] . The extent of this heterogeneity is increased in Cerulean and affects residues 143-148, prominently the side chain of Ile146, which can adopt two distinct conformations-one being away from the chromophore and one close enough that it engages in a van der Waals interaction with the indole ring, Val61, Thr62 and Ile167. These two conformations of Ile146 highlight two locations of the strand, one inside the protein and one towards the outside, and they are made possible by the Y145A mutation that removes a bulky side chain, allowing the strand to slide inside the protein. Interestingly, this heterogeneity is cancelled in SCFP3A [13] , which has a similar fluorescence efficiency to Cerulean, but slightly higher. The brighter mTurquoise and mTurquoise2, which are single and double mutants of SCFP3A, respectively, also have one single conformation of the strand.
Neutron data
EINS data were collected on all three instruments. mTurquoise, mTurquoise2, ECFP, SCFP3A and Cerulean were measured on IN6 and IN13, but for time limitation reasons mTurquoise2 could not be measured on IN16B. As the samples are very similar and we did not expect significant differences, we calculated the neutron intensities summed over all available scattering angles which are inversely proportional to the root of the MSDs or MSPFs [37] , but less afflicted by statistical errors.
The MSDs or MSPFs are a measure of the flexibility of the sample under given external conditions (temperature, pressure, pH), but they provide information only about dynamics on average. It is hardly possible to differentiate parts of the protein unless partial per-deuteration can be applied. In the present case (figure 2), all samples have a similar dynamical behaviour within the error bars. In particular, mTurquoise and mTurquoise2 do not present any significant difference in atomic motions (figure 2a). However, a certain trend is visible on all time scales, i.e. that Cerulean seems to be the most flexible sample (lowest intensity) and such a tendency is even enhanced at the longest time scale of IN16B, the instrument making visible movements up to 1 ns. The higher flexibility of Cerulean sets in at low temperature for time scales below 100 ps (see results for IN6 and IN13) and thus smaller motions, but can be distinguished for longer time scales above 250 K (see results for IN16B).
We further extracted MSPFs for IN6, IN13 and IN16B from the data ( figure 3) . The MSPFs obtained for the IN6 data show that the dynamics is rather similar for all samples within this time scale, apart from the curve for ECFP, which is lower. One should note that the MSPFs lie all around or below 0.35 Å 2 at the highest temperature reached (300 K).
The MSPFs extracted from the IN13 and IN16B data make it possible to distinguish small variations among the samples: IN13 data show that mTurquoise and mTurquoise2 undergo a dynamical transition [38] at a slightly lower temperature (about 205 K) than the other three samples (around 220 K). Such an effect indicates that more thermal energy is required in Cerulean, ECFP and SCFP3A to change the conformational substate and to have access to anharmonic motions. By contrast, on IN16B the MSPFs of Cerulean join or even cross those of mTurquoise and mTurquoise2 above about 270 K. At 300 K, the MSPFs reach about 0.8-1.0 Å 2 on both instruments, which are small amplitudes compared with other biological samples [39] , but they are very similar to the results reported by Nickels et al. [40] measured on GFP at a comparable energy resolution. It is indeed well known that the peculiar structure of fluorescent proteins, a b-barrel stabilized by a central helix bearing the chromophore, is particularly stable [41, 42] . The fitting parameter b introduced in the model to obtain the MSPFs [33] ranged typically between 0.3 and 0.7, clearly indicating a deviation from the Gaussian behaviour in the movements of the particles. Effective force constants were calculated for all samples measured on the three instruments within the temperature range of 240-290 K. They are summarized in table 1 together with the MSPFs at 290 K, obtained by linear interpolation, and the fluorescence QY obtained at room temperature. This permits a direct comparison among the stiffness, flexibility and the fluorescence characteristics of the samples. Very similar conclusions hold as before: Cerulean has a moderate QY of 0.49, but it presents the highest flexibility at room temperature and, at least on IN16B, the lowest force constant representative of a smaller rigidity compared with the other samples. The force constants are remarkably high on IN6 and comparable on IN13 and IN16B to those found for myoglobin [34] , for natural membranes from hyperthermophile and mesophile bacteria [39] , for extremophilic bacteria [43] or for haemoglobin from different species [44] . The high values found on IN6 confirm again the stability of the b-barrel structure, in particular with respect to rapid motions.
To get a deeper understanding, we also analysed QENS data taken on IN6 and IN16B at around 310 K. The data collection time for that was typically 1 h on IN16B and 3 h on IN6. The double-logarithmic representation of the IN6 data (figure 4a) illustrates well the presence of two contributions Table 1 . Force constants of the samples extracted from the temperature domain 240-290 K, their flexibility at 290 K obtained by linear interpolation and their fluorescence quantum yield measured at room temperature. The errors in parentheses refer to the last digit. in addition to the elastic peak, one interpreted as the QENS contribution and the other as the inelastic peak. An example of the fit of the IN16B data is shown in figure 4b . The resolution function R(Q, v) was evaluated by a vanadium measurement, a predominantly incoherent scatterer. The analysis of the IN6 data provided one inelastic contribution with a HWHM at 5.75 meV and one QENS curve with a HWHM at 0.15 meV. The width remains constant over the full Q range ( figure 5) ; therefore, the corresponding motion is confined and can be described as movement in a sphere with a rotational diffusion coefficient of 0.08 meV. This value is comparable to values found for small rotations of molecular subgroups in deep-sea prokaryotes [45] , in neural tissue [46] or in lipoproteins [47] . Such rotational diffusion could originate from different locations in the sample, for instance from protons in CH 2 groups. It is thus representative of typical motions in the sample, which can be seen in the time window of the spectrometer. The IN16B data result in a rotational diffusion coefficient of 0.001 meV (figure 5), which corresponds to an even slower motion of molecular subgroups. Within the error bars, these motions are identical for all samples, but we evidenced that the number of particles that contribute to these motions varies from one CFP to the other.
The most interesting information is contained in the EISF A 0 (Q), which is Q-dependent. Figure 6 represents the EISF extracted from the data taken on IN6 and IN16B. The results obtained on IN6 confirm the EINS results: at this time scale, all samples behave dynamically very similar. On the contrary, the curve obtained for Cerulean from IN16B at a larger time scale differs clearly in absolute height and in slope. We fitted the curves with the form factor of the confined rotational motion p þ (1 -p) A 0 (Q) and we obtained the results indicated in table 2: ECFP has a radius of confinement slightly larger than those of other CFPs. However, Cerulean has the lowest proportion of immobile particles, e.g. more particles participate in the movements seen within the time window of IN16B in agreement with the MSPF results. By contrast, figure 6b for IN16B perfectly reflects the hierarchy found in flexibility in the CFP samples: an increase in flexibility between ECFP and Cerulean, which is then hindered in the two variants SCFP3A and mTurquoise. Fits of the same kind are shown for the EISF extracted from IN6 data and the corresponding fit parameters are also given in table 2. Identical tendencies to those on IN16B are found, but they are less pronounced.
Discussion
Altogether the neutron and X-ray data are consistent. We have focused on the local dynamics of the seventh strand of CFP variants as inferred from cryogenic X-ray crystallographic structures ( figure 7 and table 3 ), which appears to be the only molecular subgroup which changes within the various conformations and is thus assumed to be responsible for the dynamical differences reported here. The ECFP structure shows a high level of rigidity, which favours radiative de-excitation pathways of the light-excited chromophore, and as such is significantly fluorescent, yet non-optimally, owing to dynamic quenching from residues nearby. In Cerulean, flexibility is increased and allows, for time periods, the interactions to be improved between the protein and the chromophore. In SCFP3A, the rigidity is slightly increased compared with ECFP owing to a strand locked in one single conformation, and much increased compared with Cerulean. mTurquoise and mTurquoise2 retain the single strand conformation and exhibit a similar dynamical behaviour. In passing, this shows that the origin of the much improved fluorescence in mTurquoise compared with SCFP3A is not to be found on the global dynamics of the protein, but on the subtle rearrangements induced near the chromophore by the seemingly innocuous T65S mutation on the first residue of the chromophore [13] . In Cerulean, there is a slower, and thus more progressive, movement from one conformation to the other, on the 10 ns time scale. In ECFP, the flipping between the two conformations of the seventh strand has been seen to occur on the nanosecond time scale [15] (1-10 ns), corresponding to a motion which is almost one order of magnitude faster. These facts are responsible for the radius of confinement being slightly larger in ECFP than in the other CFPs (table 2), as the time window of IN16B permits motions within 1 ns to be seen more easily than slower movements. Table 3 summarizes the C a -C a distances between alternate conformations of the seventh strand in ECFP and Cerulean and these values fit the amplitudes of motion which can be probed within the incoherent neutron scattering method. As outlined in the Introduction, such motions can be related to motions on shorter time scales, as a whole hierarchy of relaxations exists in proteins, which can be divided into tiers of faster and slower motions, where the relaxations in the slower tiers only become accessible when the fastest tiers have moved into the required conformations. A similar interpretation was given by Henzler-Wildman & Kern [48] , who stated that transitions are slow if they are improbable, arising from many individual attempts by local groups to overcome the energy barrier separating the conformational states. The low success rate results in the collective nature of such large-scale motions.
In SCFP3A and mTurquoise, there is a single conformation, so any difference would have to be related to the dynamics of side chains. These are shorter amplitude motions and contribute mainly within time scales faster than 100 ps, but they are likely to be present also in Cerulean, which explains why all proteins behave similarly on the instruments IN6 and IN13, which probe faster motions than IN16B. Indeed, the differences seen for ECFP and more prominently for Cerulean versus the other mutants can be reconciled by considering that there are four to five times more mobile hydrogens on the seventh strand of these two CFPs (1.9% and 2.3%, respectively) than for the others (0.5% and 0.5%, respectively, for SCFP3A and mTurquoise) (table 4).
In contrast to enzymes, where protein dynamics is crucial for their enzymatic activity, fluorescent proteins need to (1) rigidify the chromophore to prevent, for instance, photoisomerization, i.e. a non-radiative decay, and (2) shield the chromophore from the bulk solvent to prevent collisional quenching of the chromophore by solvent molecules. The relationship between dynamics and fluorescence QY is not direct, although it is well assumed that the rigidity of the protein matrix is what gives a chromophore its fluorescence properties. For instance, the model chromophore of GFP, 4-hydroxybenzylidene-1,2-dimethylimidazolinone ( p-HBDI), is hardly fluorescent in solution, but its protein equivalent in GFP is very fluorescent [49, 50] (QY , 0.001, versus 0.80). In fact, the effect of rigidity can be interpreted as a way to favour radiative versus non-radiative decays of the excited state of the chromophore following absorption of a visible light photon.
This fluorescence mechanism can be modulated by other factors. In particular, Cerulean appears to be the most flexible protein, and yet it presents a higher fluorescence efficiency than ECFP. We already proposed that Cerulean interconverts on a 10 ns time scale between one rigid and one loose conformation of the seventh strand [15] . In the former conformation, a stabilizing, yet weak, interaction of residue Ile146 of the seventh strand with the chromophore leads to efficient fluorescence, while in the latter conformation Ile146 may be responsible for collisional quenching of chromophore fluorescence. The rationale for the higher QY of Cerulean versus ECFP is thus that its fluorescence stems from roughly two conformations, one fluorescent and one much less fluorescent. In addition, mTurquoise is 50% more fluorescent than SCFP3A while their chemical structures only differ by the presence of a methyl group next to the chromophore. Therefore, subtler effects must still contribute significantly to QY modulation.
Conclusion
In summary, this neutron study indicates that, indeed, Cerulean shows a significantly higher level of dynamics than other CFPs, which may be attributed to the larger amplitude of movements of one of its 11 strands, potentially negatively affecting the fluorescence efficiency of the chromophore through collisional quenching. These findings confirm our hypothesis that such instability is harmful for the fluorescence efficiency in some CFPs and was eliminated in the next generations of CFPs. 
